REPEL
MOSQUITO REPPELLENT LANTERN
EACH REFILL LASTS UP TO 3 MONTHS
PROVIDES UP TO 64 SQ FT OF PROTECTION
When They Can’t Sense You, They Can’t Find You!

Nothing can ruin a backyard barbecue, pool party or camping trip faster than swarms of mosquitoes. They are able to detect the scent of people from up to 100 yards away. When a mosquito picks up your scent, it zooms in for its next meal – Ouch!

Now there is Repel® Mosquito Repellent Lantern. It makes it harder for mosquitoes to find you. Mosquitoes locate their victims by detecting exhaled carbon dioxide. Repel Mosquito Repellent Lantern emits a pleasant fragrance that masks carbon dioxide, making you invisible to mosquitoes.

Ultra-Quiet Fan
Starts To Work
Immediately

Easy On/Off
PLUS LED Lights

Includes
Four Rayovac®
AA Batteries

Includes
One Repellent
Scent Cartridge

Provides
Up to 64 sq ft of
Protection
REPEL
MOSQUITO REPELLENT LANTERN

PROVIDES UP TO 64 SQ FT OF PROTECTION

- Technology That Inhibits Mosquitoes' Sensor Receptors So They Can't Find You
- Clean, Simple, Smoke-Free System
- Repels Mosquitoes
- Starts To Work Immediately
- Great for Decks, Yards, Gardens, Around Pools & Patios
- DEET-FREE
- Can Be Used Around Children And Pets

EACH REFILL LASTS UP TO 3 MONTHS

NOTICE: Buyer assumes all responsibility for safety and use not in accordance with directions. Questions or Comments? Call 1-888-880-1181 or visit our website at www.repel.com

Limited One-Year Warranty
United Industries Corporation warrants this product against any defects that are due to faulty material or workmanship for a one-year period from the original date of consumer purchase. The obligations of United Industries Corporation are limited to repair or replacement of defective parts of the device. This warranty does not cover damage resulting from improper use, accidents, or negligence, service or repair by persons other than United Industries Corporation, or normal wear.

If this product becomes defective within the warranty period, we will replace it free of charge. For warranty processing call 1-888-880-1181. Please have your original dated sales receipt handy when calling.

UNITED INDUSTRIES CORPORATION SHALL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES RESULTING FROM THE USE OF THIS PRODUCT. ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF FITNESS AND MERCHANTABILITY, ARE LIMITED IN DURATION TO ONE YEAR FROM DATE OF THE ORIGINAL PURCHASE.

This warranty gives you specific legal rights and you may also have other rights which vary from state to state. Some states do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental, special or consequential damages.

Manufactured for RPC Brands, Inc.
PO Box 4400, Bridgeport, MD 21710-4400


NO. (RX), 54300-8-1123, 94084-8-1123
Certified Identifier of lot number: 16-1021 © 2012

PROOF OF PURCHASE

01423941283
EACH REFILL LASTS UP TO 3 MONTHS PROVIDES UP TO 64 SQ FT OF PROTECTION

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

It is a violation of Federal law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling.

When mosquito control is desired, open the Repel® Mosquito Repellent Lantern dispenser and insert four AA batteries.

Carefully peel off the foil covering from the replacement scent cartridge, being careful not to touch the contents, and place in the section of the dispenser below the feet. Close the cover and place the motorized dispenser on a flat surface.

Push the button on the base of the unit to turn on. The LED lights will indicate the unit is operating. Replace batteries in unit when LED lights begin to dim. Remember to turn the unit off when mosquito protection is not needed.

You are now ready to enjoy your outdoor activities. Use a dispenser for every 64 sq ft (8 ft x 8 ft) of patio or deck. Replace after 14 days of continuous use, or when fragrance diminishes.

ADDITIONAL INSTRUCTIONS:
When using a battery-operated device, always follow the following manufacturer’s recommendations for use and care of batteries.

USE & CARE
Inserting the Battery:
Repel Mosquito Repellent Lantern devices run on four AA ALKALINE batteries.
1. To open the battery compartment, carefully remove the top lid of the unit by pulling one of the two bottom tabs and pulling the lid off.
2. Insert the batteries into the unit, negative (-) end first.
3. Replace the top lid, making sure that it locks securely in place.

Battery Cautions:
• Use of non-alkaline batteries may impair the unit’s operating performance.
• Never mix different types of batteries.
• Remove batteries from the device if the device is not in use for long periods of time.
• Store the device in a dry environment to prevent battery corrosion.
• Remove and dispose of dead batteries.

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL
Pesticide Storage: Store in original container in a cool, dry place.
Pesticide Disposal and Container Handling: Nonrefillable container. Do not reuse or refill this container.
If empty: Do not reuse this container. Place in trash or offer for recycling if available. If partly filled: Call your local solid waste agency for disposal instructions. Never pour unused product down any indoor or outdoor drain.

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS
Hazards to Humans and Domestic Animals
CAUTION: Contents of Repel Mosquito Repellent Lanterns are harmful if swallowed or if inhaled. Causes moderate eye irritation. Avoid inhalation, or contact with eyes or clothing. Wash hands thoroughly after opening the Repel Mosquito Repellent Lantern if contact with contents occurred.

FIRST AID
If Inhaled:
• Move person to fresh air, away from dispenser.
• If person is not breathing, call 911 or an ambulance, then give artificial respiration, preferably mouth-to-mouth if possible.
• Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice.

If Swallowed:
• Call a poison control center or doctor immediately for treatment advice.
• Have a person sip a glass of water if able to swallow.
• Do not induce vomiting unless told to do so by the poison control center or doctor.
• Do not give anything by mouth to an unconscious person.

If on Skin or Clothing:
• Take off contaminated clothing.
• Rinse skin immediately with plenty of water for 15-20 minutes.
• Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice.

If in Eyes:
• Hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 15-20 minutes.
• Remove contact lenses, if present, after the first 5 minutes, then continue rinsing eye.
• Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice.

Read the product container or label with you when calling a poison control center or doctor, or going for treatment. You may also contact 1-888-800-1181 for emergency medical treatment information.

Environmental Hazards
For terrestrial uses, do not apply directly to water. Do not contaminate water when disposing of scent cartridges or dispenser.

*Based on 3.7 hours of use per day for 90 days.